What we do...
Proper Governance cannot be effective
if the strategy is not carefully formulated, set and monitored by governing
body members who should lead their
counterparts through being authentic
leaders.
We aim to ensure that

excellent gov-

ernance practices and both thoughtful
and executed strategy are pinnacle outcomes for any successful corporate
organisation.
Through trusted and authentic leadership practices, we enable the people of

Truly trusting other people is the trait of authentically
believing in the honesty and reliability of others. When
this trust is eroded by a single event, the period of time
for repair and reinstatement of that trust could be infinite organisational trust is not dissimilar.

the organization to be valued by their
leaders and simultaneously advance the
organisation into the future.
This consulting service was founded on
the need for the combination of both the
educative and business components in
meeting successful strategic outcomes
of todays organisations, both for-profit

Quality Governance Practices, careful and thorough Strategy Formulation is best enabled through Authentic Leadership. The essence of an inspirational leader is
'example'. For the future, we need to prepare global society and business for a vastly changing and transforming
leadership led world, enhanced by enacting the values of
an organisation, society and personal held beliefs. Leadership which carries an invisible vale is not authentic.

and not-for- profit entities.
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Governance
&
Strategy through
Authentic
Leadership

The governance series is where
we at Pro-Ed Enterprises excel at
providing corporate governance
Governance Practice

With the rising cost
of business and
staffing who has
money to waste
without rather havStrategy Formulation

training tailored to their needs.
Whether it’s a short session

sive Board evaluation through some of the carefully
designed surveys, we are sure to have the tools and

cal' age is changing the landscape of
how we do business and how we are

expertise for any corporate business both small, me-

trained to meet the demands of the

dium or large.

twenty first century.
We are constantly pushing the
limits of what people are capable. Through careful testing,

Authentic Leadership

evaluation and practical practices we can assist our clients with

be custom designed and tailored to each

their specific needs which will
help you push the limits in the ever evolving arena of

companies' needs.

innovative, creative and authentic leadership practice.
From the beginning manager,
middle leaders, CEO or Board

This is where it all
ends up! A Board's
most important func-

Chairman, our new coaching
methods have the ability to

tion is to set risk
appetite and set the

strategy for the
CEO. Working with the CEO, this type of
planning looks at the plausible nature of
possible scenarios which form the basis
of the strategy for the business.

of youth and adults
will require very differ-

ent skills to those of two or even 1 generation ago. The 'social and technologi-

into the future? This
is why we at Pro-Ed Enterprises are

Scenario Building

Education & Training

through the introduction to governance with your Board, or an extensive and inten-

ing a proper and
plausible insight

proud to launch our new line of strategic
planning programs. These programs can

Our next generation

Coaching & Mentoring

create and produce true transformation and sustainability in
business. Taking some of the
unique methodologies

and custom designed materials we have developed
these modern insights prove to be both innovative,
inspiring and motivational.
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